Obama’s National intelligence director resigns

Not a very well known figure to the public, but The Post thought it was breaking news.

News Alert: Obama’s national intelligence director resigns
05:50 PM EDT Thursday, May 20, 2010
--------------------
President Obama has accepted the resignation of Director of National Intelligence Dennis C. Blair, whose organization has come under criticism for failing to piece together indications of a plot to bomb a U.S. airliner in December, Congressional officials said.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/DME6KX/9V39W/5AUSRX/5YTM1V/IPYN1/UP/t

Search term: I tried as many as I could think up and the only one that was very good was Blair resigns.

There were more tweets than I expected the first day -- 443. It has been a pretty fast decline.
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